Abstract. Let A be a closed linear subspace of a
This note is entirely devoted to the proof of and a discussion on the following result.
Theorem. Let A be a closed linear subspace of a complex C*-algebra B. A is a C*-subalgebra of B if and only if, for each x in A, the elements x* and \x\ + 1 -| |jc| -1| are in A.
Here |jc| denotes the unique positive square root of x*x in B. The element \x\ + 1 -| |;t| -1| is to be interpreted as g(\x\), where g(t) = t + I -\t -1|, / > 0. Since g(0) = 0, the continuous functional calculus shows that g(\x\) is in B; see Proposition 1.5.6, p. 11 of Dixmier [3] . In fact it follows that |*| + 1 -| |*| -1| is in the C*-algebra generated by x*x.
Proof. The necessity is included in the above remark. Sufficiency. Let x be in A. The equality M2=JH{(W + / -11*1 -f|) -(1*1 + \t -11*1 -\t\)) dt proves that x*x = |x|2 is in A. The polarisation formula 4a*b = \a + b\2-\a -b\2 + i(\a -ib\2 -\a + ib\2)
shows that a*b is in A whenever a and b are in A. Since x* is in A, whenever x is in A, we see that A is a C*-subalgebra. fj Here a Stone lattice A is a vector space of functions for which min(l,/) is in A for each/in A ; see H. Bauer [1, p. 194] .
The author is indebted to the referee for suggesting some improvements in an earlier version of this paper.
